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Universal features of multiplicity distributions are studied and
combinants, certain linear combinations of ratios of probabilities,
are introduced. It is argued that they can be a useful tool in
analyzing multiplicity distributions of hadrons emitted in high
energy collisions and large scale structure of galaxy distributions.

1 Introduction

To understand the nature of the deconfinement transition in ultrarela-

tivistic heavy ion collisions one would like to study particle correlations in
the coordinate space. Experimentally one can only measure these correla-
tions in momentum space. To fruitfully utilize correlation measurements as
a clean signal of phase seperation, it is necessary to identify particles coming
from the decays of resonances. A preliminary investigation of the effects of
decays and final-state interactions on velocity correlations was given in [1].
In this talk we first discuss possible ways of distinguishing between particles
coming from the decay of some resonance and those originating elsewhere
and then elaborate on the universal features of multiplicity distributions.

Multiplicity distributions in higll energy heavy-ion and hadron collisions
were measured for a wide range of energies. The set of probabilities PN =

:_ 1



O'N/(E N O'N) , where o"N is the cross-section for producing N particles of a
given kind, provide information about the production mechanism. Simple
models for boson production, such as emission from classical currents [2],
predict that the multiplicity distribution is Poisson, the generating function
of which is given by

co

F(A) = _ PNAu = exp [(/_ - 1)(N)], (1)
N=0

where (N) is the mean multiplicity. Experimental observation of Poisson
distributions indicate that the emitted bosons are uncorrelated in momen-

tum space. In order to investigate deviations from the Poisson distribution,
Kauffmann and Gyulassy introduced [3] combinants, CN. They are defined
via the expansion

oo

log F(_) = log P0 + _ Ck_k. (2)
k=l

For the Poisson distribution C1 = (n), C2 = C3 = ... = 0. Each combinant
Ck is expressible as a combination of just the first k probability ratios (hence
the name), which is a potential advantage over the usual cumulants. One
can easily show that

C, = P,/Po, (3)
1

C,2= (P2/ Po) - -_(P, / Po)_, (4)

1

Ca = (P3/Po) - (P1/Po)(P2/Po) + _(P1/Po) a, (5)

and so on. It follows from Eq.(2) that contributions to a given combinant
from statistically independent distributions are additive. The utility of com-
binants in the analysis of experimental data was investigated by several au-
thors [4, 5, 6].

In a parallel development, observations of galaxy distributions have re-
vealed the existence of dense regions where the matter density exceeds the
average density of the universe by many orders of magnitude as well as re-
gions devoid of matter [7]. A particularly useful quantity to investigate is the
galactic void probability which can be used as a generating function for all
the other probabilities [8]. It was also shown that the probabilities of having



voids in the large-scale distributions of galaxies and rapidity gap probabili-
ties in tile multiplicity distributions of particles produced in ha&on collisions
exhibit similar scaling properties [6, 9, 10].

Factorial cumulant moments, fk, are defined by the generating function

k=a k----_"fk' (6)

and they can be written as the integrals of the cumulant correlation functions

Lfk = n k dx,...dxk wk(xl , ..., xk), (7)

where xl,...,xk represent the quantity in which the correlation is measured

(rapidity, galactic coordinate, etc.), V is the range of allowed values of these
quantities (rapidity bin, galactic sample volume,..) and n = (N)/V is the
average number of particles in this range. Setting A = 1 in Eq. (6) White [8]
and independently Mueller [11] have shown that the void probability can be
written in terms of the integrals of N-particle correlation functions

w -log Po= k=l k! dxl...dxkwk(xi,...,xk). (8)

One can easily write down [8] higher probabilities by differentiating W with
respect to n'

PN (--n )N dN-- eW
N! dn N " (9)

Given that the galaxy correlation functions grow rather fast with increas-
ing k for the first few measured terms in the series in Eq. (8) it is difficult to
evaluate void probability by summing this series. An alternative possibility
is to write the void probability in terms of combinants using Eq. (2) •

P0 = exp [- _-_Ok] . (10)k

It follows that for combinants one can write an expression similar to that
given in Eq. (9) '

CN "-" (_?_,)N (IN l,V. (11)
N! dn N



In medium-energy hadron collisions Ck decreases as k increases [4, 5]. Because
of cancellations in Eqs. (3) through (5) one might expect this to be a rather
general result and consequently the series in Eq. (8) to converge faster than
the series in Eq. (8).

Factorial moments, ¢'k, are defined by the generating function

OO

_(1- _)_p. = _ (-A)_
N k=, k! &' (12)

can be written as the integrals of the density correlation functions

& = Iv dxl...dxk pk(Xl, ...,Xk). (13)

In the absence of correlations (i.e. for Poisson distribution) all the higher
order density correlation functions can be written as a single product

pk(_,,'...,zk)= p,(x,)p,{x_)...,o,(_k). (14)

2 Models of Independent Particle Emission

In this section we show that combinants are also useful in identifying
the nature of the source of the emitted bosons, e.g., whether they are coher-
ently emitted or come from the secondary decays of fermions using simplified
models of independent emission. Let us first consider a configuration with
S sources emitting bosons without any restrictions on the number of bosons
emitted by any source. Let us assume that bi is the unnormalized probabil-
ity of emitting one boson (and bN is that of emitting N bosons) by the ith
source. The total probability of emitting one boson is

S

pS {x _ b, (15)
i=1

and that of emitting two bosons is

S

i,j=l



and so on. One observes that P_ is the complete symmetric function [12]
of degree N in the arguments hi. Using the generating function for com-
plete symmetric functions, the generating function for properly normalized
probabilities can be written as

_, ,s /l_bi\

EP_ aN = 1-I/ )l-_b,
(17)

N=O i=1

- exp log(1 - bi)- _-_log(1 - Abi) . (18)
i=l

By expanding the logarithms one can show that, for bi _ O,Eq. (18) reduces
to Eq. (1), i.e., the above distribution becomes Poisson. If we take emission
probabilities from all the sources to be the same, bi = b, then Eq. (17) reduces
to the generating function of a negative binomial distribution:

a'(A) = 1- ' (19)

which has been shown to reproduce tile multiplicities data at energies below

v_ ,-, 100 GeV. The combinants for the distribution in Eq. (18) can be easily
obtained by expanding the logarithm in a power series

1 _ b/k., C_.=_..= (20)

The quantitiesbidependon theunderlyingphysicsand theyshouldbe de-

terminedfrom a given model. For boson pairs with transverse mass # =

_/m 2 + k]. emitted f,'om an external, static electric field E one gets [13]

b;= 1+e×pt,_E ' (21)

and for boson emission fi'om a thermal source one has [13]

b; = exl)(-/3 .i), (22)

where/3 is the inversc tcmpcrature and ei represent the energy levels available
in the source.



One should remark that Eq. (17) is related to the character generating
formula for the symmetric group. It is not surprising that the problem of
multiplicities for noninteracting particles is related to that of the representa-
tions of symmetric group, although tim consequences of this relation are not
yet fully studied.

Next we consider a configuration with M sources, but this time each
,:apable of emitting only a given number of bosons (typically one or two).
Such a situation would be realized, for example, if these sources are particles
decaying into bosons. If we take the source for the negative pions to be A°
particles, then such a source Call either emit no 7r-'s (when it decays into
7r°'s) or one 7r-. For defin.iteness in the following we shall assume that each
source can emit at most one boson. A generalization to a more coxlplicated
situation is straightforward. Let us assume that zi is the relative probability
of emitting one boson by the ith source. The total probability of emitting
one boson is

M

P_' o¢ E zi, (23)
i=l

and that of emitting two bosons is

P:' cx _ zizj (24)

and so on. This time PNM is the elementary symmetric function of degree N
in the arguments zi. (In the complete symmetric functions the powers of the
same argument are allowed, in tim elementary symmetric functions they are
not [12]). The generating function for the properly normalized probabilities
can be written as

M (l+/_z') (25))--]P_'A" --- _ l+zin=O 'i=1

= ex 1, log(l+Azi)-_log(l+zi) . (26)
i=1

Because of the restrictions on the number of bosons emitted from each source,

one observes that the probability distribution function in Eq. (25) is like the
probability distribution t'uilction of fernlions. In fact, fermion pairs produced



in background fields follow a very similar multiplicity distribution [14]. In-
troducing

di = _,zi (27)
1 +zi

one can rewrite Eq. (27) as

__pMln... =exp log[l+(A-1)di] . (28)
r_--O

Again as di _ O, the above distribution becomes Poisson. The combinants for
the distribution in Eq. (27) can also be obtained by expanding the logarithm

Ck = (-1) TM 1 M_ z/k. (29)
i--1

One observes that the combinants associated with the distribution of Eq.
(28) alternate in sign as k takes values 1,2,3,... whereas the combinants
associated with the distri.bution of Eq. (18) are always positive. Thus the
sign of the combinants extracted fi'om the multiplicities data could provide
information on the mechanism responsible for the emission. An application
of these ideas to the pion production in nuclear collisions was given in Ref.
[5] where the reader is referred to for further details.

3 ScalingProperties

Inthissectionwe discussthescaleinvariancepropertiesofthemoments.
Assuming scale-invariance of many-body correlation functions,

wk(Axi,...,Axk)= A-(k-i)wwk(xi,...,xk), (30)

and introducing the scaled coordinates

zk -- xk/V, zk _<1, (31)

one can rewrite reduced facto,'ial cumulants in terms of an arbitrarily chosen
scale Vo [15]:

sk
<N>k-- kV] Sk, (32)



whcl'e

/o'Sk = dz,...dzkwk(Voz,,..., Vozk). (33 /

Ill the equations above Sk are c-numbers which depend only on the shapes
of the higher order correlation functions ($1 = 1) and 3' is a parameter
controling the large distance behavior of the two-body correlation function •

(v0 (341(2 = V l '

where the scale V0 has been chosen so that $2 = 1. The scaling properties
displayed in Eq. (30) arb more general than those a.ssumed in factorized
hierarchial models of galaxy distributions [7] or those assumed in the linked-
pair ansatz models of rapidity correlation functions [16], but gives the same
result as those models for the scaling of reduced factorial cumulants (eq.
(32)). Eq. (32) implies a remarkable result for the scaled void probability, X,

X"-- -log Po/< N >, (35)

namely, that it depends only on the conlbination < N > (2 '

X = X(< N > (2) = V _(- < N > (2)(k-')Sk
k=, k-_' (36)

Note that one can derive all the probabilities fl'om Eq. (36) using Eq. (9).
For all these probabilities to satisfy the condition 0 _<P, _< 1, and for the
series in Eq. [36) to be convergent all the Sk should be bounded from above

(implying a maximal correlation), or alternately the function X(< N > _2)
should be bounded from below. It is interesting to note that the observed

galaxy distributions lie very close to this "unitarity bound" [9], i.e. galaxies
are clustered almost maxianally.

Using Eq. (l l) one can easily sllow that, the scaling property depicted
above implies not only the entire sum in Lq. (8), but each term in that sum
seperatcly scales'

C_=<N> ck(<N>(2), (37)

(10) inindicating once aga.in the suitability of Lq. evaluating galactic void
distributions and ral)idity gap probal)ilitics. Tile scri(,s in the exponential of
Eq. (10) remains scale itlvariant no ma,ttcr at wllicll order it is truncated.



Finally one should note tllat if tile density correlation functions, given in
Eq. (13), scale like in Lq. (30), i.e.

Pk()_Yl,...,._Yk) = A/kPk(YI,...,Yk), (38)

the resulting behavior of the reduced factorial moments is called intermit-
tency [17] '

< g(g-- 1)...(N- i+ l)>
< N >' ,,_ (y)-I,, (39) :

where Y is the rapidity bill size.
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